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NEW 1VIATERIALS 
Market Overview 

N ew materials is a high-tech sector that Canadian •
businesses can take full advantage of in 
Germany.Germany's advanced manufacturing 

sector is constantly on the look out for new materials 
to give their industrial products a competitive edge. 

The highest demand for new materials can be found 
in both the transportation and information technology 
sectors.These sectors have the highest R&D expendi-
tures.The remaining demand is almost equally divided 
among the energy-producing, medical and manu-
facturing technologies. R&D resources are spent 
roughly equally on ceramics, 
metals and polymers. 

One important consideration for 
new materials is their effect on 
the environment Developments 
that protect resources or reduce 
emissions are in high demand, 
especially in the transportation 
and the energy-producing sectors. 
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. . he Germai  Market can be accesse'en.. p,  
différeht ways.The use of trade rette'€.." act , 
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interested clients is adviSabTeee ese
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produCt'can be demonst-  rated in 6-ont of management 
representatives, technic.al experts and  buyers: -  
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Another approach is to make an initial contact,thrôugh 
either' inchistrial or public R&D groups.Mafiy profesSbis 
in public .-research institutes come from industrial labs 
and have excellent contacts in theiirespeCtive mar, 
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Materials Week and Materialica 2001, Inter-
national  Congress  on Advanced  Materials, 
Processes and Applications, Otôb'er 
20,  él; Munich: http://www—  .materialsweek. 0 IT 

Foy, further information, contact: t  
effen Preusser 

Canadian Erbba'ssy 
Fnedrichstrase 95 
Di10117 Berlin 
GERMAN)/ 

Tel.:(011-49-30) 2031=2365 , 
Fax (011 -49-30) 2031--2142 
E mail  steffeh.pre—us-ser@dfait-maeci.gc.Ca , , 
Internet: wwW.canada.de  

ORGANIC FOODS 
Market Overview ,  

W ith per capita spending power of nearly 
$27,000, German consumers are among the 
most prosperous in the world.ln 1998, con- 

sumers spent an average 17.5% of their disposable 
income on food and beverages.While the quality/ 
price relationship is often a deciding factor for many 
Germans, consumers have displayed a willingness to 
spend extra money to purchase higher-quality foods. 

In essence, the popularity of organic foods is some-
what a reflection of the wealth of a country's popula-
tion.Therefore, it is not surprising that Germany is the 
largest consumer of organic foods in Europe and in 
the world. 

While the German grocery market as a whole showed 
minimal growth in 1998, the market for organic foods 
increased by 10%. Annual sales of organic foods are 
estimated to be wo rth nearly $3.4 billion. Although 
this represents only 2% of total grocery sales, experts 

predict continued strong 
growth in the near future, 
with total sales of organic 
foods accounting for up 
to 10% of the total , 
market by 2005. 

BLitt( goods,such as wheat 
and pulses, account for 
the largest share of ' 
Canadian exports of 
organic foods to 
Germany. However, as 
the market for organic 
foods continues to grow, 
opportunities for exports 
of consumer-ready products are also increasin 
Canada's reputation as being a clean, erivirOnmen,_ 
friendly country should also help expôriédd 6-rde 
nic foods.The largest sectors within the-consümer-:. ; 
ready, organic foods market are identified'in the 
following table. 
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Organic Foods Market by Sector . 


